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Congratulations on your selection of Yamato Scientific's AUTO STILL 

Please read these instructions and instructions for AUTO STILL, user notes and the warranty card

thoroughly before the initial operation of your AUTO STILL.

This will ensure proper operating procedures and extended life for the unit.

Please keep the operating instructions together with the warranty card for easy access whenever

 you need them.

Attention: Read the warnings in the operating instructions carefully

           to familiarize yourself with the initial operation of your

           Demineralized water manufacturing device.

Depending on the extent and nature of danger, the warnings given in these operating instructions

are classified into the following two categories by symbol.

                    To protect operators from accident --

                    Negligence of this warning may result in a serious accident.

                    To protect the AUTO STILL from damage --

                    Negligence of this warning may result in damage to the AUTO STILL.

                    This warning also gives you tips on performance that are useful in its operation

                    and maintenance or indicates the common mistakes that operators often make.  
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Attention on Safety

Please connect the pretreatment cartridge surely.Please connect the pretreatment cartridge surely.

Connect the membrene filter surely.Connect the membrene filter surely.

●Connect the hose fast otherwise the hose comes off Connect the hose fast otherwise the hose comes off 
  and water leak accident causes.   and water leak accident causes. 

ＩＮ　ＯＵＴＩＮ　ＯＵＴ

●Please connect the hose in the main body surelyPlease connect the hose in the main body surely
 according to the following procedure. according to the following procedure.

 (1) Turn off the leak breaker of this machine "OFF" and tighten  (1) Turn off the leak breaker of this machine "OFF" and tighten 
     the faucet.     the faucet.
 (2) Take out pre (2) Take out pretreatmenttreatment cartridge  1 of attached goods cartridge  1 of attached goods
     of the main body.     of the main body.
 (3) Detach the cap adhering to the entrance and the (3) Detach the cap adhering to the entrance and the
     exit of pre     exit of pretreatmenttreatment cartridge  1 . cartridge  1 .
 (4) Connects in front of this machine together with the character (4) Connects in front of this machine together with the character
     of IN and OUT of pre     of IN and OUT of pretreatmenttreatment cartridge  1 because there is cartridge  1 because there is
     a hose for the connection displayed in c     a hose for the connection displayed in couplingoupling 2  as IN 2  as IN
     and OUT when the door is opened.     and OUT when the door is opened.
 (5) Please release part three light blue after pushing the (5) Please release part three light blue after pushing the
     match of the mouth of c     match of the mouth of couplingoupling and the cartridge doing the and the cartridge doing the
     slide in the place where a light blue hose side of three of     slide in the place where a light blue hose side of three of
     the part of c     the part of couplingoupling the connection. the connection.
 (6) Place the pre (6) Place the pretreatmenttreatment cartridge as shown in the right figure cartridge as shown in the right figure
     paying attention to not bendign the hose after completing the connection.     paying attention to not bendign the hose after completing the connection.

ご使用開始　年　月　日ご使用開始　年　月　日

ＩＮＩＮ OUTOUT

PretreatmentPretreatment
 cartridge cartridge

１

CouplingCoupling

２

３
   

Left doorLeft door

Where front door was openedWhere front door was opened

●Please connect the membrene filter surely otherwisePlease connect the membrene filter surely otherwise
  the water leaks from the connection point and the  the water leaks from the connection point and the
  collected water may become polluted.  collected water may become polluted.

ＭＦＲＬ７
３０

 ４ Output Output
    cover    cover

    ●●Install membrane filter according to theInstall membrane filter according to the
    following procedure.    following procedure.
(1) Take out two membrane filter and the seal(1) Take out two membrane filter and the seal
    tape of attached goods of the main body.    tape of attached goods of the main body.
(2) Open output cover  4  .(2) Open output cover  4  .
(3) Wrap the seal tape clockwise by 2 to 3 turns with(3) Wrap the seal tape clockwise by 2 to 3 turns with
    some tention added to the tape paying attention    some tention added to the tape paying attention
    to the direction of the arrow as shown in the     to the direction of the arrow as shown in the 
    figure below.  Waste the rest of the tape.    figure below.  Waste the rest of the tape.
            

(4) The side where the seal tape was wrapped must(4) The side where the seal tape was wrapped must
    screw into the filter fitting 6  by about    screw into the filter fitting 6  by about
    three turns so as not to crush the screw     three turns so as not to crush the screw 
    hread. Please check the water leak when in use.    hread. Please check the water leak when in use.
    If the water leak is detected screw the filter    If the water leak is detected screw the filter
    some more turns.    some more turns.

  

５５ Seal tape Seal tape

６６ Filter Filter
   fitting   fitting
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NOTES TO USERSNOTES TO USERS

●Loosen the faucet.Loosen the faucet.

●Check the water leak at the connected part of waterCheck the water leak at the connected part of water
  supplying hose.  supplying hose.
●Open the front door of the main body.Open the front door of the main body.
          　
  (1) Please push the   (1) Please push the ＰＵＳＨＰＵＳＨ  part on a front door.  part on a front door.
      The left side of a front door opens.      The left side of a front door opens.
　
　(2) Open the right side of the front door where (2) Open the right side of the front door where 
      the ion exchanger is located inside.      the ion exchanger is located inside.
●Turn on the leak breaker on the right side of the body.Turn on the leak breaker on the right side of the body.
    
●Pull out the air in the ion exchanger according toPull out the air in the ion exchanger according to
  the following procedure.  Air is contained in   the following procedure.  Air is contained in 
  the pretreatment cartridge and the ion exchanger  the pretreatment cartridge and the ion exchanger
  at the initial operation. The performance degrades  at the initial operation. The performance degrades
  if the air pulling out is not completely done.  if the air pulling out is not completely done.

(1) Please confirm the boiler water drain cock shuts.(1) Please confirm the boiler water drain cock shuts.
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　      　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　( the 33 page)( the 33 page)
(2) Please push the power switch after confirming(2) Please push the power switch after confirming
    "STAND BY" lamp of the operation panel lights.    "STAND BY" lamp of the operation panel lights.
　　　　　　　　　　　　                               ( the 20 page)                               ( the 20 page)
(3) The control begins about 15 seconds later.(3) The control begins about 15 seconds later.
    Open the air pulling out plug 1  by 1/3 rotations.    Open the air pulling out plug 1  by 1/3 rotations.
    The water begins to pass through the ion exchanger    The water begins to pass through the ion exchanger
    immediately after the power switch is turned on    immediately after the power switch is turned on
   at the initial use because the boiler is empty.   at the initial use because the boiler is empty.
　　　　　　　　
(4)Close the air pulling out plug surely immediately after(4)Close the air pulling out plug surely immediately after
   the air pulling out ends in 1-2 minutes and the water   the air pulling out ends in 1-2 minutes and the water
   comes out.   comes out.
(5) Please wipe up the water which flows out with a dry cloth.(5) Please wipe up the water which flows out with a dry cloth.

Operation panelOperation panel

Membrene filterMembrene filter

Ion exchangerIon exchanger

Pretreatment cartridgePretreatment cartridge

OpenOpen

Closes.Closes.

１ Air pulling Air pulling
   out plug   out plug
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HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Drive usuallyDrive usually

1.Please operate with the installation person according to the preparation before using.

 (  1  It is "Insertion" as for leak breaker.) (  1  It is "Insertion" as for leak breaker.)

    2  Please push the power key (power supply).    2  Please push the power key (power supply).

　　　　　　Operation panel for about 15 seconds untilOperation panel for about 15 seconds until
      the distillation begins after pushing the      the distillation begins after pushing the
      power key.      power key.
　　　　
　●　●Indicator(1) does the blinking display ofIndicator(1) does the blinking display of

　●　●Operation state display lamp "STAND BY" isOperation state display lamp "STAND BY" is
    turned off.    turned off.　

(However, leak breaker appears and the(However, leak breaker appears and the
 display does not appear from indicator(1) when display does not appear from indicator(1) when
 the power key is pushed after time passes after the power key is pushed after time passes after
 "ON") "ON")

2. When 15 seconds or more have passed since the power key was pushed.2. When 15 seconds or more have passed since the power key was pushed.

Operation panel displayedOperation panel displayed

●Indicator(1) displays electric conductivityIndicator(1) displays electric conductivity
 of the ion exchanged water (ex       ) of the ion exchanged water (ex       )
●ION EXCHANGED WATER of indicator for selectION EXCHANGED WATER of indicator for select
  switch is light.  switch is light.
●Yellow lamp of initial water shortage ofYellow lamp of initial water shortage of
  indicator for reserved distilled water  indicator for reserved distilled water
  is light.  is light.
●The indicator operating condition lights whenThe indicator operating condition lights when
  water is supplied up to a fixed water level  water is supplied up to a fixed water level
  in the boiler and an initial water supply is  in the boiler and an initial water supply is
  completed a green lamp of the distillation  completed a green lamp of the distillation
  and begins distilling.  and begins distilling.

POWERPOWERWATER QUALITYWATER QUALITY

×１０　Ｓ／ｍ×１０　Ｓ／ｍ
ー４ー４

ION EXCHANGED WATERION EXCHANGED WATER

DISTILLED WATERDISTILLED WATER

SELECTSELECT

STAND BYSTAND BY

DISTILLATIONDISTILLATION

DRAINDRAIN

６０６０

０

DISTILLED WATER(l)DISTILLED WATER(l)ENTERENTERFUNCTIONFUNCTION

ION EXCHANGED
ION EXCHANGED WATER WATER DISTILLED

 WATER
DISTILLED

 WATER

FIX.FIX.
CON.CON.

POWERPOWERWATER QUALITYWATER QUALITY

×１０　Ｓ／ｍ×１０　Ｓ／ｍ
ー４ー４

ION EXCHANGED WATERION EXCHANGED WATER

DISTILLED WATERDISTILLED WATER

SELECTSELECT

STAND BYSTAND BY

DISTILLATIONDISTILLATION

DRAINDRAIN

６０６０

０

DISTILLED WATER(l)DISTILLED WATER(l)ENTERENTERFUNCTIONFUNCTION

ION EXCHANGED
ION EXCHANGED WATER WATER DISTILLED

 WATER
DISTILLED

 WATER

FIX.FIX.
CON.CON.
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HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Continuous collection of pure waterContinuous collection of pure water

Continuous collection of ion exchanged waterContinuous collection of ion exchanged water
Switch for ion exchanged water is pushedSwitch for ion exchanged water is pushed
once when "CON." of indicator for select switchonce when "CON." of indicator for select switch
for ion exchanged water.for ion exchanged water.

　　　　　　Operation panel displayedOperation panel displayed
　●　●Indicatior for switch for ion exchanged water isIndicatior for switch for ion exchanged water is
    lights.    lights.
    ●"DISTILLATION" of indicator for operating "DISTILLATION" of indicator for operating 
     condistion is turns off.     condistion is turns off.
　●　●Does not depend in the state of the lampDoes not depend in the state of the lamp
    lighting of indicator for reserved distilled water    lighting of indicator for reserved distilled water
    and the ion exchanged water can be gathered.    and the ion exchanged water can be gathered.

　 Push switch for ion exchange water again. Push switch for ion exchange water again.
　　　　　　Operation panel displayedOperation panel displayed
　●　●Indicatior for switch for ion exchanged waterIndicatior for switch for ion exchanged water
    is turns off.    is turns off.
　●　●"DISTILLATION" of indicator for operating "DISTILLATION" of indicator for operating 
     condistion is lights.     condistion is lights.

(The distillation enters the state of the stop(The distillation enters the state of the stop
 because cannot supply water in the boiler while because cannot supply water in the boiler while
 gathering the ion exchange water) gathering the ion exchange water)

Continuous collection of distilled waterContinuous collection of distilled water

POWERPOWERWATER QUALITYWATER QUALITY

×１０　Ｓ／ｍ×１０　Ｓ／ｍ
ー４ー４

ION EXCHANGED WATERION EXCHANGED WATER

DISTILLED WATERDISTILLED WATER

SELECTSELECT

STAND BYSTAND BY

DISTILLATIONDISTILLATION

DRAINDRAIN

６０６０

０

DISTILLED WATER(l)DISTILLED WATER(l)ENTERENTERFUNCTIONFUNCTION

ION EXCHANGED
ION EXCHANGED   WATER   WATER DISTILLED

 WATER
DISTILLED

 WATER

FIX.FIX.
CON.CON.

POWERPOWERWATER QUALITYWATER QUALITY

×１０　Ｓ／ｍ×１０　Ｓ／ｍ
ー４ー４

ION EXCHANGED WATERION EXCHANGED WATER

DISTILLED WATERDISTILLED WATER

SELECTSELECT

STAND BYSTAND BY

DISTILLATIONDISTILLATION

DRAINDRAIN

６０６０

０

DISTILLED WATER(l)DISTILLED WATER(l)ENTERENTERFUNCTIONFUNCTION

ION EXCHENGED
ION EXCHENGED WATER WATER DISTILLED

 WATER
DISTILLED

 WATER

FIX.FIX.
CON.CON.

Switch for distilled water is pushed once whenSwitch for distilled water is pushed once when
"CON." of indicator for select switch for distilled"CON." of indicator for select switch for distilled
water lights with a yellow lamp of indicator forwater lights with a yellow lamp of indicator for
reserved distilled water does not light.reserved distilled water does not light.

　　　　Operation panel displayedOperation panel displayed
●Indicatior for switch for distilled water isIndicatior for switch for distilled water is
   lights.   lights.

    Push the     Push the switch for distilled waterswitch for distilled water again. again.

　　　　Operation panel displayedOperation panel displayed
●Indicatior for switch for distilled waterIndicatior for switch for distilled water
    is turns off.    is turns off.

(When the collection stops automatically at(When the collection stops automatically at
 that time when yellow lamp "Less" of indicator that time when yellow lamp "Less" of indicator
 for reserved distilled water lights and for reserved distilled water lights and
 distilled water is gathered, the display lamp distilled water is gathered, the display lamp
 is turned off while gathering.) is turned off while gathering.)

２1



HOW TO USEHOW TO USE

Fixed quantity collection of ion exchanged waterFixed quantity collection of ion exchanged water

Push the select switch for continuous orPush the select switch for continuous or
fixed flow rate oncefixed flow rate once

　　　　 Operation panel displayedOperation panel displayed
　●　●"CON." in indicator for select switch "CON." in indicator for select switch 
     is turned off.     is turned off.
　●　●Indicator(2) displays       first stagesIndicator(2) displays       first stages
     and "     and "ι" in unit of water quality display" in unit of water quality display
     lights.     lights.

POWERPOWERWATER QUALITYWATER QUALITY

×１０　Ｓ／ｍ×１０　Ｓ／ｍ
ー４ー４

ION EXCHANGED WATERION EXCHANGED WATER

DISTILLED WATERDISTILLED WATER

SELECTSELECT

STAND BYSTAND BY

DISTILLATIONDISTILLATION

DRAINDRAIN

６０６０

０

DISTILLED WATER(l)DISTILLED WATER(l)ENTERENTERFUNCTIONFUNCTION

ION EXCHANGED
ION EXCHANGED   WATER   WATER DISTILLED

 WATER
DISTILLED

 WATER

FIX.FIX.
CON.CON.

STAND BYSTAND BY

DISTILLATIONDISTILLATION

DRAINDRAIN

６０６０

０

DISTILLED WATER(l)DISTILLED WATER(l)ENTERENTERFUNCTIONFUNCTION

Please set in the capacity which wants to bePlease set in the capacity which wants to be
gathered pushing the up     and the down gathered pushing the up     and the down 
key.key.
　　　　Operation panel displayedOperation panel displayed
● The numerical value of indicator(2) The numerical value of indicator(2)
   increases and decreases to the key operation.   increases and decreases to the key operation.
   (99.9 until can set.)   (99.9 until can set.)

ι

ι

STAND BYSTAND BY

DISTILLATIONDISTILLATION

DRAINDRAIN

６０６０

０

DISTILLED WATER(l)DISTILLED WATER(l)ENTERENTERFUNCTIONFUNCTION

ION EXCHANGED
ION EXCHANGED    WATER    WATER DISTILLED

 WATER
DISTILLED

 WATER

FIX.FIX.
CON.CON.

ι Please push switch for ion exchange waterPlease push switch for ion exchange water
switch.switch.
Ion exchanged water goes out ofIon exchanged water goes out of
membrene filter.membrene filter.
   Operation panel displayed   Operation panel displayed
●Indicatior for switch for ion exchangedIndicatior for switch for ion exchanged
  water is lights.  water is lights.
●The numerical value of indicator(2) beginsThe numerical value of indicator(2) begins
  the subtraction count.  the subtraction count.
　

STAND BYSTAND BY

DISTILLATIONDISTILLATION

DRAINDRAIN

６０６０

０

DISTILLED WATER(l)DISTILLED WATER(l)ENTERENTERFUNCTIONFUNCTION

ION EXCHANGED
ION EXCHANGED   WATER   WATER DISTILLED

 WATER
DISTILLED

 WATER

FIX.FIX.
CON.CON.

ι

indicator(2) begins the subtraction count untilindicator(2) begins the subtraction count until
         ,remainder pass of 0.1         ,remainder pass of 0.1ι is completed. is completed.
 　 Operation panel displayedOperation panel displayed
    ●Indicatior for switch for ion exchangedIndicatior for switch for ion exchanged
    water is turns off.    water is turns off.
　●　●Indicator(2) returns to a set value.Indicator(2) returns to a set value.

２２
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